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REPORTS AND ECONOMIC EVENTS

At the event entitled “United States and Latin
America and the Caribbean: a dialogue
towards post-COVID-19 recovery with
sustainability and equality, Alicia Bárcena
indicated that the dialogue between both
parties (the United States and Latin America
and the Caribbean) should be based in key
elements such as access to external financing,
broader access to the US market in the
context of the new global economic
geography that is generating a root of the
crisis, and incentives for the location of
suppliers in closer sectors (nearshoring) and
the diversification of supply sources from
Latin America and the Caribbean.

“In a global economy that will be more
uncertain and more regionalized, what kind
of dialogue should we have between the
United States, Latin America, and the
Caribbean to support economic recovery?
Uncertainty still persists about what type
of recovery we will have and what
economic policy measures will be needed to
face the emergency and support the
recovery, ”warned Bárcena.

The senior United Nations official said that
ECLAC has already made five proposals for
the short term that include the delivery of a
basic emergency income for six months for
the population living in poverty, accompanied
by a bonus against hunger .

ECLAC CALLS FOR A RENEWED DIALOGUE BETWEEN THE
UNITED STATES,  LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN

the extension of payment terms and grace
periods for small and medium-sized
companies; expansionary fiscal and
monetary policies to support a longer
period of spending (which will be structural)
with unconventional instruments; political
and fiscal pacts towards universal,
progressive and redistributive social
protection; and access to concessional
financing for middle-income countries.



EU says economy falls 15%
annually in 2Q20; 12.1% quarterly

The euro zone economy fell 15% and that of
the European bloc 11.7% in the second
quarter of the year compared to the same
period of the previous year, as a result of
the impact of the covid-19 pandemic,
according to seasonally adjusted figures
published by Eurostat. the official agency of
the European Union.

Both of these declines are the worst seen
since recording began in 1995, Eurostat
said in its timely estimate.

In its quarterly comparison, the gross
domestic product of the euro zone and the
European Union also registered historical
falls, falling 12.1% and 11.7% between April
and June, respectively, according to
seasonally adjusted data from the European
agency. "These were by far the steepest
declines observed since the series began in
1995," Eurostat noted.

According to Wikipedia, an annual report
is a comprehensive report on a
company's activities throughout the
preceding year. Annual reports are
intended to give shareholders and other
interested people information.

Germany warns that full recovery will
take time despite expected
improvement

While rapid improvement continues in Germany's
powerful industrial sector, there will be a negative
effect from weak demand from other countries
that are still being hit by the pandemic, according
to the ministry. The ministry said it will be
necessary to see how the pandemic develops in
Germany and abroad to see if there is a further
economic recovery.
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Colombia's economy registers a
15.7% contraction in the second
quarter

Colombia's economy contracted 15.7% year-
on-year in the second quarter, its worst
quarterly performance in recent history, the
government reported on Friday. The National
Administrative Department of Statistics (DANE)
also revised the growth figure for the
Colombian economy for the first quarter of
2020 to 1.4%, compared to the same period
last year, from an initial 1.1%.

"Since DANE is responsible, we can affirm
with certainty that this quarterly growth is
the strongest in its negative acceptance,"
said the director of the government agency in
charge of statistics, Juan Daniel Oviedo. The
economy contracted 20% in April, 16.6% in May
and 11.1% in June

The contraction in the second quarter
compared to the first quarter was 14.9 /%. At
the end of the first half of the year, the
Colombian economy registered a contraction of
7.42% compared to the same period of 2109.

US says industrial production rises
3% in July, but falls 8.2% annually

Industrial production in the United States
increased 3% in July compared to June, which
implied its third advance followed after the
brake registered between March and April by
the national confinement to stop the covid-19
pandemic, according to seasonally adjusted
data from the Federal Reserve (Fed). The
growth of industrial activity in the largest
economy in the world was, however, less than
in the previous two months, when the
reopening of activities led to advances not
seen in a decade.

"Still, the index in July was 8.4% below its
pre-pandemic level in February," the Fed
said in a statement. "Most of the industries
showed increases, although they were much
smaller in magnitude than those registered in
June." In its annual comparison, industrial
activity had a contraction of 8.2% compared to
that registered in July 2019, in this case
measured in figures without seasonal
adjustment, the Fed said.
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The UK goes into recession with the
biggest contraction for a quarter on
record.

The United Kingdom has experienced a
recession for the first time since the 2008
credit crisis, which has occurred when gross
domestic product (GDP) fell 20.4% between
April and June, the second consecutive quarter
of contraction. The National Statistics Office
released the figures on Wednesday showing
the extent of the impact of COVID-19.

The data from April to June represents the
largest contraction for a quarter since the
agency began to record this type of data in
1955. In the first quarter -January to March-,
British GDP had fallen by 2.2%, but the
Economic deterioration worsened as of April as
the country's economy suffered a halt due to
confinement due to the pandemic.

The ONS reported this week that the number
of wage earners with permanent employment
in the country fell by 730,000 people in the
three months from May to July, and the
unemployment rate remained stable at 3.9%.
That source admitted that he faced challenges
in calculating GDP due to the alteration in
economic activity and announced that the
figures will be revised in the coming months.

Brazil's economic activity plummets
11% in the second quarter

Brazil's economic activity collapsed 10.94% in
the second quarter of this year compared to
the previous three months, the Central Bank
reported on Friday. The Economic Activity
Index is considered as a preliminary figure of
the gross domestic product (GDP), which the
Government will release on September 1, and
reflects the strong economic impact of the
health crisis in Brazil. If this retraction is
confirmed, the largest South American
economy will enter a "technical recession"
after having two consecutive negative
quarters, after the 1.5% drop in GDP
registered between January and March of
this year.

According to analysts consulted by the Central
Bank, the Brazilian economy will close 2020
with a fall of 5.6%, although international
organizations, such as the World Bank and the
International Monetary Fund, are more
pessimistic and place this retraction between
8 and 9% . The effects of that deep recession
were still latent in the country, with a double-
digit unemployment rate that now, with the
pandemic, has shot above 13%, equivalent to
12.8 million people in search of a job.
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The United States market closed with a mixed
sign this Friday; revaluations in the oil and gas,
telecommunications, and finance sectors
pushed the indices higher, while declines in
the utilities, healthcare, and technology
sectors drove markets lower.

At the end of the session in New York, the S&P
500 was down 0.02%, and the NASDAQ
Composite was down 0.21%.

Applied Materials Inc stocks accelerated their
gains to their highest ever level, hitting 3.92%,
or 2.55, to 67.62. 

The CBOE Volatility Index, which measures the
volatility of S&P 500 options, declined 0.36%
to 22.05, marking a new bottom in 3 months.

Gold Futures for December delivery was down
0.85%, or 16.80, to $ 1953.60 a troy ounce.

Looking at the other commodities, crude oil
futures for September delivery fell 0.02%,
or 0.01, to stay at $ 42.23 a barrel, while
crude oil futures for October delivery fell
0.02%, or 0.01, up to $ 44.95 a barrel. 

EUR / USD recovered 0.26% to 1.1843, while
USD / JPY fell 0.30% to 106.59. The dollar
index lost 0.25% to 93.088.

The institutional investment curve
in bitcoin accelerates

Bitcoin is increasing its appeal to institutional
investors. There are not only a growing
number of companies that dedicate hundreds
of millions of dollars to investing in bitcoin, in
order to diversify their portfolio.
Last June, Fidelity Investments conducted a
survey among large institutional investors
such as pension funds, hedge funds, family
offices and financial advisers. 36% of the 774
investors interviewed stated that they already
have investments in cryptocurrencies,
predominantly in bitcoin.
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STOCK EXCHANGES AND CRYPTOCURRENCIES

US STOCKS WERE UNCHANGED AT CLOSE



Venezuelan PDVSA restarts Amuay
refinery distillation unit

State-owned Petróleos de Venezuela (PDVSA)
has restarted a distillation unit at the Amuay
refinery, with a capacity of 645,000 barrels
per day (bpd), a union leader and a company
worker told Reuters on Tuesday. Amuay
together with Cardón make up the largest
refining complex in Venezuela.

The oil company plans to ship the naphtha
produced by distillation unit number 4 to the
neighboring 310,000 bpd Cardón refinery,
which serves as a raw material for gasoline
production, as the OPEC nation faces a new
wave of fuel shortages. In June PDVSA
restarted the Cardón catalytic cracking unit,
which is key to hydrocarbon production, but
stopped it again in July due to a failure in its
own distillation unit, leaving the catalytic
cracker without raw material.

The only operational refinery is El Palito, with
146,000 bpd, located in the center of the
South American country. The plant produces
around 20,000 bpd of gasoline, which is
insufficient to meet local demand, forcing
thousands of drivers to wait in long lines to
refuel.
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DirecTV signal returns to Venezuela
under the control of the company
Scale Capital

The television signal for DirecTV subscribers is
back in Venezuela after three months of
suspension due to the United States sanctions,
announced the National Telecommunications
Commission (Conatel) of the South American
country.

"We inform that Directv, through the company
Scale Capital, restored the television signal by
subscription; said restoration complies with the
legal provisions dictated by the Supreme Court
of Justice (TSJ) for the protection of users,"
Conatel wrote in his twitter account.

The company Scale Capital reported through a
statement the purchase of Directv's
subsidiaries in Venezuela, after reaching an
agreement with DirecTV Latin America LLC,
after the American AT&T stated the
impossibility of taking channels sanctioned by
the United States off the air. because it would
mean the breach of local laws.

The new Directv owners explained that the
service will be available throughout the country
in the next few hours and free of charge for the
next 90 days.

Scale Capital has companies related to
telecommunications, artificial intelligence
applied to education, payment platforms and
content transmission platforms, as stated on its
web portal. The company is present in the
United States, the United Kingdom and Chile.



The indicator had collapsed by 13.5% year-on-
year in the first two months of 2020, while in
March it showed a negative 1.1%, in April a rise
of 3.9%, in May an increase of 4.4% and in June
a rise of 4.8%.

The ONE also released other indicators, such as
retail sales, important data for measuring
domestic consumer demand and one of the
pillars of the change in the economic model
promoted by Beijing.

This section registered a year-on-year fall of
1.1% in July, which, nevertheless, represents an
improvement after recording greater
interannual decreases in the months of June
(-1.8%), May (-2.8%) , April (-7.5%) and March
(-15.8%).

On the other hand, investment in fixed assets
accumulated in the first seven months of the
year a fall of 1.6% compared to the -3.1%
registered in the accumulated between January
and June, according to ONE. On the other hand,
the urban unemployment rate, another of the
indicators released today, remained at 5.7%,
the same figure as that registered the previous
month, according to the agency.

ONE said in a statement that the data shows
that "production and supply continue to
recover, while demand grows gradually and
employment remains stable. There are new
driving forces for growth and market
confidence has also improved, so that the
national economy maintains a stable
recovery trend ".
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CHINESE INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION GROWS 4.8% YEAR-ON-
YEAR IN JULY

The Chinese economy seems to be
overcoming the hit of the COVID-19
pandemic after registering in the second
quarter of the year a return to growth even
higher than expected by analysts, with an
advance in gross domestic product (GDP) in
that period of 3.2% in year-on-year terms.

Asian markets fell back on Friday after the
disappointing set of economic indicators,
which raised concerns about the fragility
with which China was emerging from the
coronavirus pandemic.

However, data from the National Statistical
Office on Friday showed weaker-than-
expected year-on-year industrial production
growth and retail sales extended their
decline for the seventh consecutive month
in July. This trend was slightly offset by more
consistent property investment, which
showed that public aid was supporting
construction activity.
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Russian Federation

China

United States

Foreign Trade: Russian trade began its
rebound in June. The trade surplus
rebounded to US$5.3 billion, a 44% increase
from May.

Monetary Aggregates: China's credit
demand expectedly slowed down in July, as
policymakers turned down the level of
support after robust second-quarter GDP
growth, but policy remains accommodative to
growth. The M2 money supply growth fell to
10.7% y/y from 11.1% in June, while aggregate
financing increased by CNY1.68 trillion, down
from the CNY3.4 trillion growth in the prior
month.
Industrial Production: China’s industrial
production continued to grow 4.8% y/y in July,
the same pace as in June, as external demand
thrived.

Oil Inventories: A larger-than-expected
decline in oil inventories will put upward
pressure on oil prices. Commercial crude oil
inventories fell by 4.5 million barrels in the
week ended August 7
Jobless Claims: Weekly initial jobless claims
are signaling further improvement in the labor
market. Seasonally adjusted initial filings
decreased by 228,000 to 963,000 in the week
ended August 8. Further, not seasonally
adjusted claims declined by 156,453 to
831,856, the second straight reading below 1
million after crossing that threshold in every
week since the pandemic began.

Mexico

India

Malaysia

Monetary Policy: Mexico’s central bank
continued to ease monetary conditions in
August, although the monetary space has
narrowed significantly. Given the economy’s
deep contraction, the central bank decided to
reduce the funding interest rate by 50 basis
points in August to 4.5%.
Industrial Production: Mexico’s industry
continued to report a significant annual
contraction in June, although it advanced
monthly. The index of industrial production
reported an annual contraction of 16.7%
after falling 30.7% in the previous month
and 3% a year earlier.

Foreign Trade: India’s trade deficit sank to
$4.83 billion in July following June's $790
million surplus, the largest surplus ever
posted. The deficit has, however, narrowed
by 64% y/y.
Industrial Production: Industrial
production in India declined 16.6% y/y in
June. This compares favorably with the
34.7% y/y decline in May (before revision)
and the 57.6% y/y decline in April.

GDP: Malaysia’s GDP plunged 17.1% y/y in
the second quarter, reflecting strict
movement control orders that were in
place from March to control the spread of
the pandemic.
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